Edge youtube

Microsoft Edge is the newest web browser from the software giant after it abandoned Internet
Explorer. Now, since Edge has been around for a few years, one would expect there to be only a
handful of bugs, but such is not the case, unfortunately. The latest bug after the recent
Windows 10 update is all about YouTube where the popular video streaming platform just fails
to play well with Edge at times. Additionally, we should keep in mind that Microsoft Edge
Chromium in its current form has been around for about a year now, therefore, users should
expect some bugs. The older version of the web browser is dead and gone, so maturity is no
longer a factor at this time. Some users might suffer from a black screen; videos fail to load, no
sound in videos, and much more. The big question is, then, can these issues be fixed? To that,
we say, yes. From time to time, Microsoft Edge may have problems streaming online videos, but
this can be solved by simply following our lead to the letter. If that is the case, then we should
point out something very important. In the new Edge web browser, Flash is blocked by default,
therefore, one needs to enable it. To enable Flash, click on the three-dotted menu button located
at the top-right corner of the browser. From the dropdown menu, please select Settings , then
scroll down to Site Permissions. Seek out Adobe Flash, click on the option, then toggle the
button to turn it on. Reload the webpage and check if the video is working again as it should. If
not, well, continue reading. OK, so the next step we can take in a bid to fix video playing
problems in Edge, is by clearing the cache. In fact, a lot of problems with this browser can be
solved by performing this action. In order to clear the cache, please follow the steps above to
open the Settings area. From there, select Privacy and Services from the categories to the left,
then scroll down to Clear Browsing Data. Only data from this profile will be deleted. Wait for
Edge to do its thing, restart the web browser and try to load the video again. Simply click on
Reset all to default to return this section to its original setting. We ask that only advanced users
make changes to the edge:flags section when necessary. By default, Edge takes advantage of
GPU acceleration, but this can be changed to the software. Again, navigate back to the Settings
area of Microsoft Edge, but this time, you will want to click on System from the category section
found on the left. You should now see three options after selecting System, but we will be
focusing on Use hardware acceleration when available. Click the toggle button to turn it off.
Should that option fail to work, then how about we turn off hardware acceleration from within
Internet Options. Going this route will remove this feature for all web browsers and not just
Microsoft Edge, so please keep that in mind. Hit Apply , then OK , and finally, restart your
computer to ensure everything goes into effect. Read next : How to fix common problems
streaming video content in Windows January 6, He's also a person who enjoys writing about
technology, comics, video games, and anything related to the geek world. Share via. Facebook
Messenger. Copy Link. Powered by Social Snap. Copy link. Copy Copied. Before performing
below steps, make sure that you have enabled the Adobe flash player on EDGE browser. I
suggest you clear the Clear browsing data option of Microsoft Edge and check if you face the
issue. To do so perform the steps below. Click on the More actions â€¦ icon next to the feedback
icon present on top right corner of the Project Spartan homepage. Select Settings and click on
Choose what to clear. Check the boxes Browsing history, Cookies and saved website data and
Cached data and files and click on Clear. You may try to check if the issue persist in the private
browsing. Kindly let us know if you need any further assistance with Windows. We are glad to
assist you. Was this reply helpful? Yes No. Sorry this didn't help. Same problems with VLC
player. Chrome works for You Tube, but no access to my MP4 files from my camera. I've
recently taken some gooders - did the Rusty Wallace Racing Experience but have to watch the
video on my phone or on the camera - still a no-go on my laptop. Wish I had resisted the
temptation to download this just to stay current Choose where you want to search below Search
Search the Community. Search the community and support articles Windows Windows 10
Search Community member. I updated all my drivers and media playrs. This thread is locked.
You can follow the question or vote as helpful, but you cannot reply to this thread. I have the
same question Previous Next. Hi Donald, We appreciate you for being part of Windows Kindly
follow the below methods and check if it helps. Method 1: I suggest you clear the Clear
browsing data option of Microsoft Edge and check if you face the issue. If the issue still persist,
follow the below method. Method 2: You may try to check if the issue persist in the private
browsing. Thank you. Thanks for your feedback. How satisfied are you with this reply? Thanks
for your feedback, it helps us improve the site. Nathan Cornett. In reply to A. User's post on
August 5, I have the same problem, I tried what you did yet no success. Tim Marciniak. I had the
same issue. I solved it by turning off the SmartScreen Filter. Hope it works for you. Mike
Killacky. Having the same issues. After update to Windows 10 YouTube will not play using Edge
- an error occurred please try again later. Trying again later never helps. YouTube plays
perfectly in Google Chrome. My video MP4 files captured with a camera now only play
intermittently. Sound plays but there's no picture, just a black screen. Selecting another video

file gets the sound and black screen again. Tried clearing cache and opening New in Private
Window without success. In reply to brett's post on August 19, I have tried all of the methods
provided by Microsoft above to view youtube videos in Edge but to no avail. What else you got?
In reply to BillCecil49's post on September 5, So then I disabled experimental javascript and that
worked for me 1. I wanted to know why I have to go to private in window now to use youtube.
This is very inconvenient for me. David Reid sps. In reply to mxlove's post on January 24, Hi
there I have the exact same problem using my phon i can only watch YouTube when I. Private
mode and due t this my apps won't run eather. This site in other languages x. Using the new
Microsoft Edge? Get extensions from the new Microsoft Edge Addons Store. Ad blocker
extension for annoying ads. Protect your privacy via in-browser controls! Thanks to our service,
you will be able to block ads for phishing schemes, fraudulent websites, and malware attacks.
Try it on a no obligation limited free trial today! After the free trial period, a subscription is
required and must be purchased to continue to block ads. This is our initial release into the
Microsoft Edge Store. Translate to English. Stay informed about special deals, the latest
products, events, and more from Microsoft Store. Available to United States residents. By
clicking sign up, I agree that I would like information, tips, and offers about Microsoft Store and
other Microsoft products and services. Privacy Statement. Skip to main content. See System
Requirements. This is an extension for Microsoft Edge Legacy. Available on PC. Description Ad
blocker extension for annoying ads. Show More. People also like. Nano Adblocker Free.
SmartTaskbar Free. Control Center S Free. Popup Blocker Free. Fluent Flyouts Free. Dell
CinemaColor Free. What's new in this version This is our initial release into the Microsoft Edge
Store. Features Safely browse the Internet Stop ads while surfing Protects your privacy
Reduces PC energy and resource consumption Prevents tracking online No obligation free trial
day money back guarantee. Developed by An awesome team of creative individuals who
welcome feedback about our product. Approximate size 7. Age rating For all ages. This app can
Store personal browsing data on your device. See the websites you visit. Read and change your
info on sites you visit. Read and change anything you send or receive from websites.
Permissions info. Installation Get this app while signed in to your Microsoft account and install
on up to ten Windows 10 devices. This product needs to be installed on your internal hard drive.
Language supported English United States. Seizure warnings Photosensitive seizure warning.
Report this product Report this app to Microsoft Thanks for reporting your concern. Our team
will review it and, if necessary, take action. Sign in to report this app to Microsoft. Report this
app to Microsoft. Report this app to Microsoft Potential violation Offensive content Child
exploitation Malware or virus Privacy concerns Misleading app Poor performance. How you
found the violation and any other useful info. Submit Cancel. System Requirements Minimum
Your device must meet all minimum requirements to open this product OS Windows 10 version
Recommended Your device should meet these requirements for the best experience OS
Windows 10 version Open in new tab. Sign me up Stay informed about special deals, the latest
products, events, and more from Microsoft Store. Sign up. Thank you! Using the new Microsoft
Edge? Get extensions from the new Microsoft Edge Addons Store. YouTube is a trademark of
Google Inc. Use of this trademark is subject to Google Permissions. Translate to English. Stay
informed about special deals, the latest products, events, and more from Microsoft Store.
Available to United States residents. By clicking sign up, I agree that I would like information,
tips, and offers about Microsoft Store and other Microsoft products and services. Privacy
Statement. Skip to main content. See System Requirements. This is an extension for Microsoft
Edge Legacy. Available on PC. Show More. People also like. Microsoft Personal Shopping
Assistant Free. Ghostery â€” Privacy Ad Blocker Free. Popup Blocker Free. Web Media
Extensions Free. Enpass extension for Microsoft Edge Free. Page Analyzer Free. Ultra Wide
Video Free. Features Control volume level and playback speed with the mouse wheel Remove
ads from videos automatically or on-demand Whitelist channels to not automatically remove
their ads Remove annotations automatically or on-demand Automatically play videos in 4K, HD,
or any other preferred format Loop videos in part or in whole Use custom themes Use a larger
video player Pin the video player Execute your own actions using JavaScript And more
Additional information Published by Maxime RF. Published by Maxime RF. Approximate size 2.
Age rating For all ages. Category Productivity. This app can Read and change your info on sites
you visit. Store personal brows
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ing data on your device. Permissions info. Installation Get this app while signed in to your
Microsoft account and install on up to ten Windows 10 devices. Seizure warnings

Photosensitive seizure warning. Report this product Report this app to Microsoft Thanks for
reporting your concern. Our team will review it and, if necessary, take action. Sign in to report
this app to Microsoft. Report this app to Microsoft. Report this app to Microsoft Potential
violation Offensive content Child exploitation Malware or virus Privacy concerns Misleading app
Poor performance. How you found the violation and any other useful info. Submit Cancel.
System Requirements Minimum Your device must meet all minimum requirements to open this
product OS Windows 10 version Recommended Your device should meet these requirements
for the best experience OS Windows 10 version Open in new tab. Sign me up Stay informed
about special deals, the latest products, events, and more from Microsoft Store. Sign up. Thank
you!

